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We Are Enough: Engaging with the World from a Place of Worthiness What does it take to be

secure in our sense of belonging and self-worth? We may hustle to attain this security through

achievements, meeting expectations, or repeating affirmations to ourselves - but Dr.

BrenÃƒÆ’Ã‚Â© Brown's research has shown there is ultimately one obstacle to our sense of

worthiness. "Shame is the barrier," she teaches, "and building shame resilience is how we

overcome it." With Men, Women, and Worthiness, Dr. Brown draws upon more than 12 years of

investigation to reveal how we can disarm the influence of shame to cultivate a life of greater

courage, joy, and love. In this rich and heartfelt examination of this pivotal element of happiness,

she invites you to explore: The differences and similarities between the experience of shame for

men and women. Guilt vs. shame - why one is a useful force for growth, while the other keeps us

small. The four elements of shame resilience - identifying our triggers, practicing critical awareness,

sharing our story, and speaking honestly about shame. Empathy as the primary antidote to shame.

"Whether you are a man, woman, or child, every one of us has the irreducible need for love and

belonging," Dr. Brown teaches. "A sense of self-worth, unhindered by the inner voices of shame,

allows us to meet that need." With the warmth, candor, and humor that has made her a celebrated

speaker, BrenÃƒÆ’Ã‚Â© Brown offers a road map for navigating the emotions that hold us back-so

we can cultivate a life of authenticity and connection.
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I've listened to dozens and dozens of audio works and this is one of the most enjoyable, useful, joy



filled, educational and life changing I've heard. Brene Brown is so busy being normal, vulnerable

and one of us that you instantly feel a rapport and are eager to hear what she has to say. If you are

thrown by the word "shame" Brown helps us realize how it insidiously haunts each of our lives. I'm

on my second listen and I continue to get one revelation after another - not to mention a feeling of

freedom that I hadn't experienced before. I recommend this to anyone who is living and breathing -

it's going to be my gift to my family and friends this year.

Brene Brown is one of the smartest people I've listened to and when I got a hold of this audio-book

production of hers, I couldn't put it down until I was done. I literally laughed and cried and nodded

through most of it. If you've done any work (or feel ready to) on your own shame and sense of

worthiness, I can't think of a more gentle, empowering, engaging way to open that box of worms

than this recording.

So far I have been impressed with everything I've heard and read from Brene Brown. She has really

done a ton of research on shame and how it impacts our lives and our relationships. We pass so

much down to our children and the cycles become worse. She teaches how to identify it and gives

tools to deal with it and move out of the negative effects of shame.I feel her information is powerful

and can help us identify and break through our own bad habits (many of which are passed down). I

highly recommend it and have bought extra copies for family members and loved ones, I think this

info is incredible.

Brene has some insights that helped me get through some hard times. I watched her TED video a

year ago but it didn't grab me at that time. I watched it again and it really resonated for me. I just

needed to be ready for her message to take hold in my life. Thank you Brene for your research and

soul searching, it has helped me be more vulnerable and wholehearted.

I was familiar with some of Brene Brown's later work and Ted talks, which are fantastic. I also knew

she had started out researching shame, and I knew shame had always been a big issue for me. I

came from a very shame-based family, and shaming was the usual response for anything I did that

my parents didn't like. "You should be ashamed of yourself," or "You're too old (or too smart) to do

things like that," and similar injunctions were daily fare. As an adult, even an OLDER adult, I was

constantly shaming myself, and it affected my self-worth and ability to attract good things and good

people into my life. When I received this two-CD set, I listened to it in my car at least ten times and



found out I could DECIDE to stop shaming myself, or letting other people shame me. That' s been a

big breakthrough for me. I don't know if it's changed my life yet, but I do know it's changed my

self-talk and how I feel about myself. I highly recommend it for anyone.

I have listened to the entire cd and find her work nearly predictive of how I and others in my family

have behaved and will behave. It's helped me to take a deeper look in side and begin working to

understand my origin story. The goal is to put in the work now so that my son will grow into the man

he needs to be for himself.

I really like the author. It is read by her, and it is as though she is talking with you. Very interesting! I

have been reading all of her books. I am a therapist and many people deal with these issues. I hope

to go to some of her workshops but until then... I will continue listening and reading her books.

This study in shame is life changing! She really makes me think about my reactions to people and

where my anger comes from. I highly recommend it.
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